Vision

Moving towards a high performance organization and
becoming a leader in the power distribution business
with service excellence while simultaneously
enhancing the strength of related business and the
responsibility for the society and environment.
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Introduction
Electric has made life easier and better. Today, demand for
electricity used for daily life and activities is on rise in business and
industrial sector, even in a household. However, electric can harm
users if they carelessly use it. Providing proper and good knowledge about
electricity usage will enable users to use electricity in a proper and safer
way.
Metropolitan Electricity Authority (MEA) is very hopeful
that all contents in this guidebook will be beneficial for all electrical users,
enabling them to use electricity more efficiently and safely. Meanwhile,
the MEA hopes that users will recognize the danger of using electricity
and know how to perform primary medical care in case of experiencing
accidents caused by electricity.
Metropolitan Electricity Authority (MEA)
1st August 2013

This guidebook is made of used agricultural materials mixed with 100% recycling papers.
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Electrical appliances in daily life
you should know
1. Main Switch

is a core electrical component that connects with
main lines and other internal lines. In other words, it is the entire power
grid in the house with one switch. This switch is usually integrated into
a circuit. It is the first disconnecting means, close to electrical meter. Main
Switch comprises disconnecting means and overcurrent protective device.
		 Duties of main switch include controlling usage rate of electricity for safety and
protecting electrical circuit from damage caused by overload or short circuit. You can
cut it off immediately to prevent a fault condition and interrupted electrical flow.

2. Breaker (Circuit
Breaker) is an automatically

operated electrical switch
designed to protect an electrical
circuit from damage caused
by overload or short circuit.
However, short
circuit volume
must not exceed
that of the
internal circuit
(IC) volume.

3. Fuse

is a type of low
resistance resistor that acts as
a sacrificial device to provide
overcurrent protection, of either
the load or source circuit when
excess electric current flow
through the circuit. When a fuse

worked, new fuse must be replaced. The limit of
fuse’s Internal Circuit (IC) must not be lower than
the amount of current running through the fuse.

4. Earth Leakage Circuit Breaker (ELCB)

(ELCB, GFCI, RCD, RCCB, RCBO) is an automatic
switch that can cut off circuit immediately in
a short period of time when overcurrent flows to
the ground. It is a safety device equipped with
ground cable system to prevent human to get
injuries from electrical shock, caused by electricity
leakage.
5. Grounding Conductor or Protective
Conductor (P.E.) or so-called “Green Stripe” acts
as an electrical lead. It is used to ground the
noncurrent-carrying metal parts of equipment.
Its function is to keep your equipment as
close as possible to ground potential and to
prevent people from electrical shock, caused by
electricity leakage. It also provides a safe path
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for ground-fault current to flow to transformer
so that overcurrent is cut off automatically. P.E.
can be also called “Ground Cable”.

6. Ground Rod or Grounding
Electrode or Earth Electrode

is a metal rod embedded in the ground
to provide electrical connection to the
ground to carry current safely away from
a circuit in the event of an electrical surge.
Materials used with ground rod include
busbar with the center of 16 mm (5/8
inches) and with the length of at least
2.40 meter.

7. Grounding Electrode Conductor or
Earthing Conductor is a conductor buried

in the ground, used to maintain conductors
connected to it at ground potential. It is the line
connecting with ground rod and ground conductors
in main switch.

8. Router Router serves
as a main electrical hub,
enabling other electrical
appliances to be connected
to each other. Generally, router will be installed
and embedded in the wall.
9. Plug is an electrical component that is used

to be plugged with router to enable electricity to
reach in electrical appliances.

10. Electrical appliances (Type 1)
include general electrical appliances that have
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enough thickness of electrical
insulators for normal use.
A surface of electrical appliances
in this type is mostly made of
metal. Therefore, manufacturers
that manufacture electrical
appliances in this type must
connect a grounding cable with
a metal part of electrical
appliances in this type, enabling
them to receive current from
the ground to main switch
through router and plug.

11. Electrical appliances
(Type 2) are electrical

appliances covered with
electrical insulators with double
thickness. The symbol for
electrical appliances in
this type is
There is
no need to connect a ground
cable with this type of electrical
appliances.

12. Electrical appliances
(Type 3) include electrical

appliances that have circuit of
Alternating Current (AC) system of
not over 50 volts. There is no need
to connect a ground cable with
this type of electrical appliances.

Maintaining electrical appliances
●

Electrical lines

Expired or old electrical
lines can be noticed from
electrical insulators which will
get puffy and cracked.
 Electrical joint must be in
good condition. Electrical lines
and electrical insulators must be
properly and tightly tied up.
 The size of electrical
line should fit with the amount
of current flowing in the line
and the circuit of electrical
appliances.
 Electrical lines must not
be installed near hot area or
chemical things and should not
be overlaid by heavy things to
prolong their life usage and to
prevent electrical short.
 Users must not lay
electrical lines on steel
structure, metal fences, metal
bar or any metal parts. Alternatively, users can use electrical
conduit for installation of
electrical lines to prevent electricity leakage.


●

Receptacle-Plug

Receptacle and plug
should not get cracked or burned.
 Electrical lines must be plugged
in receptacle tightly and the size of the
electrical lines must be appropriate and fit.
 Plug must be connected with receptacle
tightly.
 Receptacle must be installed in dry area
without a degree of humidity and must be far from
children.


●

Cut Out Switch

Cut out and its lid must not get cracked.
Install the appropriate and correct fuse size
for the appliance with a lid (Claws of a crab fuse is
recommended.)
 Do not other materials to replace a fuse.
 Electrical connector in cut out must
be placed and installed tightly. Install the
appropriate electrical line in cut out every time.
 Cut-out knife must be in good condition.



●

Breaker

Breaker lid must not get cracked.
Breaker lid must be closed tightly.
 Breaker must be installed in dry area without a degree of humidity and is far from chemical
things and any fire intensifying substance.
 Choose the appropriate size of breaker for
the appliance.
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Things to do when using electricity and
electrical appliance for your safety
1.

Hire only a professional company or an officer
that has practical experiences on electricity installation.

2.

Equipments for installation of electricity
systems must meet standards, guaranteed by Thai
Industrial Standards Institute (TISI), UL, VDE, IEC and to
name a few.

3.

Installation of electrical lines and electrical
equipments must be in line with the MEA’s latest regulations
and guidelines on electrical installation.

4.

Before using electrical appliance, users must
read a manual and follows every step strictly.

5.

Appliances with metal case and those
prone for electricity leakage (If not categorized in Electrical
appliance type 2 and 3) must be connected with ground
cable and standardized router and plug. Those appliances
include refrigerator, iron, rice pot, microwave, washing
machine, water boiler, electrical pan, hot water machine,
air- conditioner and many more.

6.

Do not touch electrical appliances when
your skin is wet to prevent electrical shock, caused by
electricity leakage which can cause to death. For example,
users must install ground cable and Earth Leakage Circuit
Breaker (ELCB) before using hot water machine.
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7.

Using only water proof electrical lines at
construction site and renovation area. Those lines must
be resistant to sunlight and all environmental conditions.
Circuit board and receptacle must be connected with
ELCB.

8.

Seperating an electrical circuit board from
flood prone area such as in the downstairs. This is to help
users to cut out electricity immediately when the area is flooded.
Alternatively, users can protect separated circuit board by
installing ELCB.

9.

Regularly check electrical equipments and
electrical appliances at least one times a year.

10. Monitor and notice irregularities including

color of electrical lines, sound, odors, level of temperature.
Changing color of electrical lines and burning smell are sign
of irregularities. If users touch a switch and feel it getting
warm, it means there is something irregular around circuit
connector. Users must check receptacle and plug in to
ensure that they are installed properly.

11. Do not use electricity or open the ventilating

fan in the environment full of hazardous chemical substances
often released from cooking gas, thinner and gasoline
benzene content.

12. Avoiding using cheap and sub-standardized

electrical appliances manufactured in some countries.
Besides its short period of usage, they can cause fire
incidents.
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13.

Do not plug in appliances for long periods
without someone taking care of them. Appliances
include light bulb around passage ways and stairways,
a small power transformer (adapter), small battery
charge and to name a few. Users should also avoid using
appliances in the area with high amount of hazardous
chemicals.

14.

Turn off an appliance before unplugging it to
extend the life of your appliances.

15.

Try not to fix appliances yourself or do not let
inexperienced agents to repair your appliances. Some
appliances need to be thoroughly monitored and checked for
safety concern. Those include microwave which has to be
checked for leaks of microwave transparency to prevent the
exceeded amount of microwave transparency. Appliances
with ground cable including grounding conductor must be
continuously monitored.

16.

Do not use electrical appliances during the
storm and lightning to prevent appliances from damage.
Such appliances include televisions, videos, audios,
computers, communication devices and telephones. When
the storm and lighting occurred in a nearby area, users
should turn appliances off and unplug all electrical lines.

17.

Do not plug in many electrical appliances
in one socket outlet or receptacle to prevent it from
overcurrent condition and heat which can cause a fire.
Using more than one receptacle for many appliances is
recommended for safety concern.
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18.

Fix damaged electrical wires immediately
as all of wires have copper inside. Do not fix yourself and
ask for help from people who have electrical related skills
to help repair.

19.

Do not get close to broken electrical wires
as current still remains inside. Call the MEA officers or safety
agencies to help.

20.

No construction work near high-voltages
electrical pole to prevent workers from getting injuries
and death. Project contractors must follow the guidelines
as follows:
 Contact the MEA officers to bring insulator to
cover high voltages wires.
 Inform workers to be aware of electric accidents
due to high voltage.

21.

Trees or branches near electrical poles can
cause electrical accidents during the strong wind. Inform
MEA officer to cut off trees and branches for safety. Do not
get close to electrical poles near trees to prevent electrical
shock.

22.

Avoid installing aerial or receiving wire
near high voltage electrical lines to maximize safety for
your life and prevent property loss. Users should monitor
the area first. In case of necessary, users must inform the
MEA to help cover high voltage lines with insulators before
installing.
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Benefits of ground wire
		 Ground wire can protect users from electrical shock, caused by electricity
leakage from appliance. It provides a low resistance pathway to ground to protect against
electrical faults.
		 Some appliances including computer, electrical devices and communication
devices will not work perfectly and are easy to get damage if without ground wire.

Electrical appliances that must have ground wire
and that can have no ground wire
Electrical appliances that must have ground wire
		 Electrical appliances with ground wire include
appliances that have a metal surface. They include
refrigerator, iron, washing machine, rice pot, air-conditioner,
microwave, electrical pan, hot pot, hot water machine,
bread toaster and to name a few. We categorize these
appliances as electrical appliances type 1
●

Electrical appliances that can have no ground wire
		 We call it as electrical appliances type 2
that has a symbol of
or
(users should use
screw driver to monitor the electrical light to check for
current leaks. If there is current leaks from appliances,
users must install ground wire. Appliances include radio,
television and fan.
		  Appliances that have current pressure not
over 50 volts transferred from a power transformer
specially designed for these appliances for safety.
Appliances include shaving machines, television and
many more.
●
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Symbol and color of ground wire

		  Appliances that have a mentioned
symbol must have ground wire. A symbol can
be found in the position or a spot where ground wire
should be installed.
		  Colors of ground wire are green or
yellow-green

Proper ways for ground wire installation

1.

Ground electrical connector must be
installed at the flow-in current side of the first cut
out in the main switch

2.

Should not have more than one ground
electrical connector spot in one building.

3.

Only connect ground wire and zero line
in one ground electrical connector in main switch
board. In sub circuit board, grounding conductor
must be separated from zero line conductor. Do
not connect grounding conductor with zero line
conductor in main switch that has grounding
electrode conductor.

4.

6.

Avoid using circuit
breaker (120/240 v) with 220 volt
electrical circuit.

7.

Installing ELCB
will prevent users from electrical
shock when the area is flooded
or when a ground wire is broken.
Grounding electrical connector
must be at the flow-in current
side of the ELCB

8.

If main switch
board has no grounding
electrical connector and zero
electrical connector was
separated, ELCB can be
connected only in sub circuit
board.

9.

Ground wire
system must be in normal
condition with no electrical
leaks.

10.

Main switch in suite rooms and
buildings and main distribution board in each floor
are sub distribution board. Users should not connect
zero electrical line with ground wire.

If electrical lines
are installed in metal tube,
ground wire must also be
installed in metal tube as well.

Should not install ground wire with
metal structured appliances directly. If users already
installed it, users can install ground wire in main
switch properly and connect ground wire from main
switch with an installed ground wire.

Size and type
of ground wire installation
equipments must meet the
MEA’s required standards.

5.

11.
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2.4 meters

1.5 meters

1.5 meters

12.

Electrical lamps and metal equipments for ground wire installation
must be installed in the ground or far from people about 2.40 meters for the height and
1.5 meter from the ground.)

Blueprint depicting electrical
ground rod installation and
how to connect electrical
appliances with ground wire

1 = Protective conductor (P.E.) or equipment grounding conductor (EGC)
2 = earthing conductor, grounding electrode conductor
3 = supplementary equipotential bonding conductors, bonding jumper
B = main earthing terminal, main earthing bar, ground bus
M = exposed-conductive-part
T = earth electrode
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What is Earth Leakage Circuit Breaker
(ELCB)? What is its benefit?
		 Earth Leakage Circuit Breaker (ELCB) is a safety device used in electrical
installations with high earth impedance to prevent shock. It detects small stray voltages
on the metal enclosures of electrical equipment, and interrupts the circuit if a dangerous
voltage is detected.

Benefits of ELCB

To prevent people from electrical shock
 To prevent fire incidents (Interrupts the circuit of
a dangerous voltage or overcurrent is detected mostly found in fuse or
when breaker does not work well or slower than normal. This can cause a fire incident.


Types of ELCB
		
		
		

There are many types of ELCB including RCBO and RCCB
 RCBO circuit breaker can protect against electricity leaks and short circuit.
 RCCB must be used with fuse and breaker every time.

ELCB and ground wire…Which one is better?

		  Ground wire is the primary protection against electrical shock and can cut
out electricity automatically when a dangerous voltage is detected.
		  ELCB when using with a ground wire will double a level of safety and
can cut out electrical leaks immediately and efficiently before it can damage electrical
system and injure people.
		  ELCB without a ground wire. ELCB will work when electrical leaks run
through human body. Therefore, cutting out the electricity leakage must be done quickly
for maximum safety.
		  Good electrical system must include a ground wire system and ELCB and
should all function well to maximize safety and prevent users from electrical shock and
fire incidents.
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High Quality ELCB and its usage
		  Limited level of electricity leaks must not exceed 30 mA. High quality ELCB
can cut out electricity within 0.04 seconds when the amount of the electricity leakage is
five times higher than normal level or exceed limited level.
		  ELCB must be installed in a specific place such as installing receptacle
circuit in kitchens, toilets and kid rooms or receptacle circuit and electrical lines
connected outside the building for temporary and permanent use.
		  If installing ELCB in main switch board, users must install ELCB separately
from circuit that has natural electrical leaks. Such circuits include circuit in light proof
equipments, air-conditioner and equipments that often have high humidity.
		  Installing ELCB with the size of more than 100 mA for maximum
protection against electrical leakage in all circuits in main switch board. (Functional in
ground electrical system ) This is to prevent a fire incidents and electrical shock. 300 mA
or 500 mA ELCB is also possible depending on the amount of natural electricity leaks.
30 mA ELCB can be used with many other sub circuits. If all sub circuits and ELCB have
broken, choose to use ELCB type S that can be found in main switch.

How do you know that ELCB you are using is safe?
		 You can use ELCB monitor to check your ELCB current condition to ensure it still
works well by pushing test button regularly to check that the sign and its mechanism
still functions well. However, safety of ELCB depends on proper installation.
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Current system

Recommended system

If no ground wire system or ELCB

Must have a ground wire system

If already have ELCB

Must have a ground wire system

If having a ground wire system

Should have ELCB

How to help people harmed by electricity
shock properly
1.

Do not touch people
injured by electrical shock with your
hands directly.

a piece of dry clothes and push people injured
from electrical shock immediately or kick
electrical lines away from the injured.

Find a way to cut off
electricity leakage immediately
by unplugging or spreading out
a switch.

Avoid high voltage electrical lines
and inform the MEA officers immediately.

2.
3.

Using non-current
materials such as clothes, dry
woods, dry ropes, rubber tube, dry
plastic and rubber gloves. Helpers
also can wrap their hands with

4.
5.

Do not get into the water
immediately because electricity still remains.
Kick electrical lines away from the injured first
before helping the injured.
Above all, helping people injured from
electrical shock heavily relies on speed and
consciousness.

How to perform primary medical care with
people harmed by electricity
		 After helping the injured, if the injured has become unconscious and their heart

and breathing stop, you need to provide them primary medical care immediately to get
their lung and heart work again by Cardio-Pulmonary Resuscitation: CPR

Steps to save people’s life

How are you?

Step 1 Check their consciousness
Call, wake and shake them
Step 1
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Step 2 Ask for help if the injured show no
conscious
Calling for help first by phone to ask for
pacemaker

Step 2

Step 3 Open Airway
Use the side of the hand to press the
forehead and use two fingers to lift up a jaw
Step 3
to open airway.
*Open Airway can help all injured in all cases.*
Step 4 Check for breathing
Look, listen and feel around 10 seconds at the injured
to check for their breathing.

Step 4

Step 5 Help breathing
No breathing
: Mouth-to-mouth twice times
Mouth-to-mouth : chest must lift up every time when
doing mouth-to-mouth.
If chest does not lift up and down when doing the first
mouth-to-mouth, open airway and do second mouth-tomouth.

Step 5

Step 6

Keep pressing the chest continuously to
increase the amount of blood flowing to
the other parts of the body.
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Step 6 Making blood flowing well
Press the chest
● Hand position: above the reed of
a pipe for 2 fingers
● Things used to press: double sides of
the hands
● Times: 30 times
● Depth: 1.5-2 feet inches
● Speed for pressing: 100 times per
minute
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